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1.  Introduction

Fuji Electric’s electric distribution, switching 
and control devices have supported the industry as 
core components widely used in electric equipment 
and machinery.  In recent years, there has been 
increasing demand for renewable energies such as 
fuel cells, photovoltaic power generation and wind 
power generation.  At the same time, energy sav-
ings has been advancing through regulations and 

standards such as the Top Runner Program*1, while 
environmentally friendly vehicles such as electric 
vehicles have also been rapidly spreading.  In order 
to respond to these changes in the energy field, it 
has become necessary to speed up the development 
of core products of these devices, as well as products 
for new markets as shown in Fig. 1.  In this regard, 
a main source for achieving this stems from the abil-
ity to raise our own product design technology and 
manufacturing and production technologies.

In this paper, we will introduce the product 
development and technical development of Fuji  
Electric’s electric distribution, switching and control 
devices.

2.  Environmental Changes and Megatrends

As shown in Table 1, Fuji Electric has been 
conducting research to capture and understand re-
cent megatrends surrounding electric distribution, 
switching and control devices, as well as the chang-
ing needs of these devices, and as such, it has been 
able to launch new products in a timely manner as 
shown in Fig. 2.

What is important among all of the megatrends 
shown in Table 1 is to innovate and change energy 
management, that is, “creation, transmission and 
use” of electricity through energy savings and re-
newable energies.  For example, with regard to 
“creation,” there has been an increase in fuel cells 
and photovoltaic power generation, and high-voltage 
DC technology has advanced to improve power gen-
eration efficiency and dissipate less power.  With re-
gard to “transmission,” there have been advances in 
technologies to reduce loss during DC power trans-
mission and IT technologies to facilitate power sup-
ply and improve safety and efficiency in distributed 
power systems.  Finally, with regard to “use,” there 
has been increased usage of LED lighting and high 
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efficiency motors, and electric vehicles equipped 
with high-voltage DC batteries are rapidly growing 
worldwide.  In this manner, energy management 
systems have entered a transitional stage in which 
they are evolving into efficient, safe and intelligent 
electric systems.

3.  Market Needs and Fuji Electric’s Past 
Endeavors(1)

In this chapter, we will describe some of Fuji 

Electric’s past endeavors in various fields related to 
machine control and power receiving and distribu-
tion where electric distribution, switching and con-
trol devices are in abundant use.

3.1  Support of Top Runner motors
The international standard IEC 60947-4-1 for 

magnetic starter*2 is scheduled to be revised and 
have its 4th edition published in March 2019.  This 
revision will also include the support for Top Run-
ner motors that was stipulated in the “Act on the 

Table 1    Megatrends surrounding electric distribution, switching and control devices

Classification Megatrend Classification Megatrend

Innovation of en-
ergy management 
(energy savings, 
renewable energy, 
energy creation)

◦Expansion of smart grids and smart cities
◦Increase in fuel cells, photovoltaic power gen-

eration and wind power generation
◦Highly efficient utilization through distrib-

uted power supply and IT
◦Expansion of high-voltage DC power supply
◦Increase in environmentally friendly vehicles 

and electric vehicles
◦Increase in high-efficiency IE3 motors and 

LED lighting

IoT proliferation 
and network  
expansion

◦M2M, intercommunication networks
◦Failure prediction, lifespan diagnosis and 

learning functions
◦Automatic setting systems

Acceleration  
in globalization

◦Full-fledged economic development in South-
east Asia
◦Polarization of high-function type and eco-

nomic type products
◦Standardization of international standards

Innovation of 
design evaluation 
technologies

◦Simulation and 3D design
◦Module design
◦Efficiency and reliability verification via 

acceleration evaluation

Declining Japanese 
labor force

◦Declining birthrate, aging population and 
shortening working hours
◦Decrease in technical skills

Innovation  
of materials  
technologies

◦Cadmium-free and environmentally resis-
tant materials
◦Highly recyclable materials suitable for 

miniaturization

Improvement in 
safety and security 
performance

◦Stable machinery and equipment operation, 
and risk reduction
◦Disaster prevention measures for earth-

quakes and fires
◦Increase in security and surveillance systems

Innovation  
of production  
technologies

◦Smart factories and robots
◦Flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs)

Item
Market 
needs

New electric distribution, 
switching and control 
device products

Product technologies ○2-contact 
　opening 
　mechanism

○Ultra compact 
　mechanical technology

○High-efficiency electromagnet technology
○Performance limit verification technology

○Gas cutoff technology
○High-voltage DC breaking technology

○Arc gas flow control and 
　cutoff technology

○DC distribution system protection technology
○Arc simulation technology

Basic technologies

Trends Globalization, population decline, aging
Increase in energy savings and new energy management systems

Increase in safety and security requirements

IoT, network system advancement

Regulations and 
standardization

○Environmental 
　regulations 
　(REACH regulations)

○Manual motor starters

○G-TWIN Series

○FJ Series
○SK Series

○G-TWIN Λ Series, High-voltage DC 
　circuit-breakers

○Sealed high-
　voltage 
　contactors

○Emergency stop pushbutton 
　switches (φ22, 30)

○Multi VCB
○LBS

○F-MPC04E ○String monitoring units

○16 minico Series

○Environmental 
　regulations 
　(POPs convention)

○Top Runner Program 
　(Transformers, IE3 motors)

2005 2010 2015 2020

Fig.2  History of product development in recent years

*2:  Magnetic starter
This device is generally used in motor 

circuits and has the capabilities of opening 

and closing a circuit and protecting motors 
from overload .  It is equipped with a mag-
netic contactor*6 and overload relay*5.
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Rational Use of Energy” (Energy Conservation Act) 
in Japan in April 2015.  Top Runner motors tend 
to have a high starting current due to their high 
efficiency.  When using this type of motor, the use 
of conventional molded-case circuit-breakers (MC-
CBs*3), earth leakage circuit-breakers (ELCBs*4) 
and thermal overload relays*5 can cause unneces-
sary operation due to the high starting current.  
Therefore, in 2016, we developed the compact mag-
netic starters “SW-N03” and “SW-N5-1” that com-
bine a new thermal overload relay that guarantees 
an operating time of 3 seconds or more at a rated 
current of 7.2 times [see Fig. 3 (a)].

Furthermore, the new thermal overload relay 
comes standard with a phase-loss protection func-
tion that further enhances motor protection.

Similarly, in 2015, we developed high instanta-
neous circuit-breakers (MCCBs, ELCBs) that opti-
mize instantaneous trip characteristics for 100 AF, 
125 AF and 250 AF in order to suppress unneces-
sary operation in MCCBs and ELCBs.  A model can 
be selected without increasing the frame size of the 
MCCB or ELCB relative to the motor rating (see 
Fig. 3 (b)).

3.2  Support of PCSs for photovoltaic power genera-
tion
Magnetic contactors*6, which are installed on 

the primary side of power conditioning systems 
(PCSs) that convert power generated by photovoltaic 
power generation systems from DC to AC, discon-
nect photovoltaic power generation equipment from 
power systems during times of maintenance and 
equipment failure.  Fuji Electric launched the “DS 
Series” lineup of magnetic contactors for PCS ap-
plications with rated capacities of 550 A, 660 A and 
800 A as units that support mega solar photovoltaic 
power generation systems with an output of 1 MW 
or more.  Figure 4 shows the “SC-N12/DS,” which 
has a rated current of 550 A.  It has achieved many 
enhancements including an improved electromagnet 
control circuit, a 10% reduction in power consump-
tion compared to previous models when maintaining 
the ON state, a reduction in loss achieved by raising 
current carrying performance for the contact block, 
and improved energy savings when compared with 
previous models.

In the field of low-voltage equipment, we have 
developed a high-voltage DC nonpolar breaking 

*3:    Molded-case circuit-breaker 
(MCCB)
This is a type of overcurrent circuit-

breaker that is used to protect the load 
circuit and wires from damage during an 
overload or short circuit by opening the elec-
tric circuit when an abnormal overcurrent 
flows to the circuit on the secondary side, 
and by cutting off the power supply from the 
primary side.  According to the principle of 
detecting overcurrent, MCCB can be catego-
rized into fully electromagnetic, thermal-
electromagnetic and solid-state types. 

*4:    Earth leakage circuit-breaker 
(ELCB)
This type of circuit-breaker detects 

leakage current due to electric leakages and 
possesses a function for automatically cut-
ting off the circuit.  Compared to molded-
case circuit-breakers that protect circuits 
from overcurrent due to overloads and short 
circuits, earth leakage circuit-breakers are 
provided for circuits in order to prevent elec-
tric shocks due to ground faults.  ELCB in-
cludes dual purpose types that combine the 
functions of a molded-case circuit-breaker 
and dedicated ground fault protection types 
that operate only when a ground fault oc-
curs. 

*5:    Overload relay 
(thermal overload relay)
This is a device that detects overload 

current generally for preventing motor burn-
out, and can be used in combination with a 
magnetic contactor.  Current is converted 
into heat by means of a heater, and detection 
of overload is made by the amount of bimetal 
element displacement.  This device is also 
called a thermal overload relay.

*6:  Magnetic contactor
This device can operate contacts con-

nected to electromagnets.  By operating the 
electromagnets, it is possible to open and 
close circuits.  Although it is similar in func-
tion to general relays, it differs in that it is 
characterized by the ability to perform high 
current opening and closing and by its ro-
bustness. 

(a) “SW-N03” 
     magnetic starter

(b) “BW100EAK” molded 
     case circuit-breaker

Fig.3    Magnetic starter and MCCB compliant with Top Run-
ner motors

Fig.4  “SC-N12/DS” magnetic contactor
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technology that we have used in the development 
and commercialization of 1,000 V DC and 750 V DC 
circuit protection MCCBs for mega solar PCSs, as 
well as an MCCB that benefits from further minia-
turization based on an arc commutation breaking*7 
method for 600 V circuits (see Fig. 5).

3.3      “Synchro safe contact” equipped pushbutton 
switch
Industrial operation switches for control equip-

ment are highly regulated by the international stan-
dards IEC 60947-5-1 and IEC 60947-5-5.  Fuji Elec-
tric has developed pushbutton switches compliant 
with these standards, and has released them to the 
market under the name “Command Switch.”

We have also developed emergency stop push-
button switches integrating a “synchro safe contact” 
for preventing the occurrence of disasters.  This 
switch is currently being used in various mechanical 
devices (see Fig. 6).  They are characterized by its 
high degree of safety which enables the contact for 
main circuit to open even in the event that the con-

tact block suddenly disconnects from operation part.

3.4  Support of power savings and labor savings
In May 2014, the Ministry of Land, Infrastruc-

ture, Transport and Tourism set out the importance 
of infrastructure maintenance in its infrastructure 
longevity plan.  In particular, it outlined the in-
creasing need for the renovation of buildings and 
commercial facilities and the supply of products 
that contribute to device power savings and labor 
savings in view of the decreasing labor force that is 
being brought about by the aging population and de-
clining birthrate.

In this respect, we have expanded our line-up of 
plug-in MCCBs and ELCBs to include a wider range 
of industrial fields, including switchboards, light-
ing distribution panels, and electrical distribution 
switchboards for data centers (see Table 2).

4.  Latest Developments for Meeting Market 
Demand

4.1  Switching devices*8

In order to meet increasing market demands, 
we have developed the “SL Series” silent magnetic 
contactor to reduce noise during switching, as well 
as the “SVE135” sealed high-voltage contactor for 

*7:  Arc commutation breaking
This is a breaking technology that 

commutates arc generated at contact open-
ing to conductors, which are referred to as 
arc runners, and reduces passage energy 
during breaking.  It enables miniaturization 

and high breaking capacity for devices such 
as molded-case circuit-breakers.

*8:  Switching device
This is a device used with low-voltage 

circuits that enables frequent opening and 

closing of electric circuits such as those for 
motors.  In this special issue, these types of 
devices are referred to as magnetic contac-
tors and magnetic starters.

Fig.5  600-V DC compact direct current MCCB

(a) “AR22VQL” (b) “AR30VPR”

Fig.6  Emergency stop pushbutton switch

Table 2  List of plug-in type MCCB and ELCB products

Item Specification

Structure  
classification Busbar direct-connected type Socket 

type

Main  
applications

Switch-
boards

Lighting 
distri-
bution 
panels

Server electrical distribution 
switchboards

Branch  
maximum 
rating

630 A 30 A 60 A 50 A 50 A

Plug connec-
tion

Primary 
side

Primary 
side

Primary 
side

Primary 
side

Primary 
side

Secondary 
side

Busbar con-
figuration Vertical Horizon-

tal Vertical Vertical —

Busbar pitch 70 mm 15 mm 30 mm 30 mm —
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high-voltage DC applications.
(1)  “SL Series” silent magnetic contactor

There has been increasing utilization of ma-
chine-room free elevators in luxury hotels and con-
dominiums.  Control panels that contain control 
devices such as contactors are often installed in the 
vicinity of elevator cars.  Therefore, there has been 
increasing demand for low-noise magnetic contac-
tors.  As a result, we developed the “SL Series” si-
lent magnetic contactor in 2016 as a device that sig-
nificantly reduces noise when compared to previous 
standard products (see Fig. 7).  The main features 
are as follows:

(a)  Reduction in operation noise (reduction of 
about 10 dBA or more when compared with 
standard products)

(b)  Common use AC/DC operation power supply 
(c)  Built-in coil surge absorption function
(d)  Certified with China Compulsory Certifica-

tion (CCC)
(2)  “SVE135” sealed high-voltage contactor

In recent years, there has been increased de-
mand for contactors for DC circuits due to the 
spread of hybrid vehicles and electric vehicles and 
the increase in high-voltage DC systems such as 
mega solar.  Contactors mounted on electric vehicles 
are required to be compact, while also maintaining a 
high degree of safety, reliability and environmental 
endurance.  In order to meet these demands, Fuji 
Electric has developed the “SVE135” sealed high-
voltage contactor with a rated voltage of 450 V DC 
and a rated current of 135 A as a contactor that can 
be applied to vehicles, fuel cells, photovoltaic power 
generation equipment, and battery systems (see Fig. 
8).  The main features are as follows:

(a)  The contact block is located in a sealed cap-
sule in which a gas is enclosed in order to 
improve breaking performance and dustproof 

features while achieving significant minia-
turization and high contact reliability when 
compared with previous contactors.

(b)  Ensures a high degree of safety with a high 
overcurrent withstand capability of 20 kA via 
its unique contact block structure.

(c)  Ensures safety through non-polarity for bat-
tery charging and discharging, as well as a 
consistent forward and reverse breaking per-
formance.

(d)  Improved ease of use and miniaturization via 
omnidirectional installability.

(Refer to “‘SVE135’ Sealed High-Voltage Contac-
tor Having High Overcurrent Withstand Capability” 
on page 174)

4.2  Control devices*9

(1)  Command switches for the Chinese and Asian 
markets

We have developed the “AY22 Series” and 
“DY22 Series” command switches for the Chinese 
and Asian markets in order to meet the increasing 
demand for switches with a φ22 mounting hole (see 
Fig. 9).  The main features are as follows:

*9:  Control device
This type of device is used with low-

voltage control circuits in order to control 

machinery and systems.  In this special is-
sue, these types of devices are referred to 
as operation switches, relays, sensors and 

timers.

(b) “SL40”(a) “SL09”

Fig.7  “SL Series” silent magnetic contactor

Fig.8  “SVE135” sealed high-voltage contactor

(a) “AY22 Series” (b) “DY22 Series”

Fig.9  Command switches (φ22)
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(a)  External appearance that has a luxurious 
feeling

(b)  Modularization of structural parts
(c)  IP2X compliance for the terminal section
(d)  Transformerless LED lamp

(Refer to “‘AY22 Series’ and ‘DY22 Series’ Com-
mand Switches (φ22) for Chinese and Asian Mar-
kets” on page 153)
(2)  Labor saving equipment and wire reducing 

equipment
These types of equipment are already being 

widely adopted in Europe and the United States, 
but there has also been growing demand for labor 
saving and wire reducing equipment in Japan in or-
der to reduce man-hours and simplify control panel 
assembly and maintenance work due to the decline 
in skills owing to the decrease in skilled workers 
and the labor force in general caused by the declin-
ing birthrate and aging population.

(a)  Cost reduction via reduction in man-hours 
needed for board device installation and wir-
ing

(b)  Space savings through panel miniaturization
(c)  Improvement in electrical connection quality 

in wiring work in panels
We have recently developed a screwless ter-

minal technology for control panels.  In addition, 
we have also released to the market a plug-in type 
molded-case circuit-breaker that simultaneously fa-
cilitates product mounting and wiring in power re-
ceiving and distribution boards (Refer to “Screwless 
Terminal Technology and Products that Contribute 
to Panel Manufacturing Labor Savings” on page 
136).

4.3  Medium-voltage electric distribution devices*10

In Japan, we developed and enhanced our line-
up of 2 major models in 2013, which included our 
AC load break switch (LBS) and vacuum circuit-
breaker (VCB).  In the future, we also plan to use 
long-service life grease and improve the tracking 
resistance performance of insulating materials in 
our vacuum magnetic contactors (VMCs) and large 
VCBs that have a breaking current exceeding 20 kA 
in order to meet the demand arising from renewal or 
upgrading.

In overseas markets, medium-voltage power re-
ceiving and distribution panels used in developing 
Southeast Asian countries are required to be com-
pliant with international standards.  In addition to 
complying with Japanese JEC standards and JEM 

standards, compliance with the international stan-
dard IEC 62271 series related to medium-voltage 
switchgears including VCBs is also required in or-
der to ensure a high degree of safety for products.  
In this respect, we have developed 12-kV and 24-kV 
products for the “HS Series” VCB (see Fig. 10).  The 
main features are as follows:

(a)  Insertion and drawing-out mechanism for 
the VCB

(b)  Metal shutter for the main circuit to be used 
during maintenance

(c)  Short-time short-circuit current withstand 
capability of 3 seconds (conventional prod-
ucts are 1 second)

Furthermore, in order to miniaturize the 24-kV 
VCB, Fuji Electric has adopted for the first time a 
solid insulation method for the vacuum valve, which 
has contributed to achieving approximately 40% 
miniaturization by volume when compared with 
conventional air insulation methods (Refer to “IEC 
Standard Compliant Vacuum Circuit-Breaker (12 
kV, 24 kV) for Southeast Asian Markets” on page 
158).

Protective relays and electric indicating in-
struments are used for maintenance and manage-
ment of these types of medium-voltage equipment 
and in the detection of power abnormalities.  Fuji  
Electric has been advancing a model change for its 
“F-MPC60 Series” multifunctional digital relays.  
The model change inherits previous functional-
ity and adopts a new accident waveform recording 
function and color LCD display, while also aiming 
to improve the human-machine interface, maintain 
protective characteristics in compliance with IEC 
standards and support use in international markets 

*10:    Medium-voltage electric distri-
bution device
This is the general term for devices 

that are used in medium-voltage electric 
equipment installed for the purpose of 

safely and stably supplying power provided 
by power companies in accordance with the 
load equipment of utility customers.  These 
include vacuum circuit-breakers, load break 
switches, disconnecting switches, fuses, 

magnetic contactors and protective relays 
from 3.6/7.2 kV to 36 kV.

Fig.10  IEC standard compliant 24-kV VCB
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(see Fig. 11) (Refer to “‘F-MPC60G Series’ Multifunc-
tional Digital Relay Providing High Visibility and 
Operability” on page 163).

4.4  Low-voltage electric distribution devices*11

When many component devices are mounted on 
a control panel such as for a machine tool or manu-
facturing device, the number of control wirings con-
necting the devices becomes massive.  Therefore, in 
order to improve work efficiency and eliminate er-
roneous work, there is high demand for devices that 
have a fast connection terminal configuration that 
does not use screws for wiring connections.

Furthermore, in electric power receiving and 
distribution equipment, it is required that there be 
shortened construction time during equipment ex-
pansion and capacity change, as well as miniatur-
ization of panels.  In this respect, devices are needed 
that reduce man-hours through improved work effi-
ciency and provide space savings for wiring.

Fuji Electric is aiming to not only fulfill these 
requirements, but also “creates high added value 
products” by compiling needs from a vast range of 
sources including existing customers and poten-
tial customers while also implementing preliminary 
verification of concepts and specification through 
prototyping.

During the planning stage of products, we use 
a model board that incorporates prototypes, while 
creating actual customer usage scenarios so that we 
can reflect their specific needs into product concepts.  
For example, we have been advancing in the devel-
opment of electric distribution and control equip-
ment that uses spring terminals.

In addition, power distribution facilities in-
stalled in hospitals and data centers are being 

required to have high power supply reliability.  
Therefore, the wiring protection devices used in 
such facilities requires certain functionality such 
as the suppression of unnecessary operation based 
on superfine protective coordination and prediction 
and alerting in advance of circuit abnormalities 
such as overcurrent and leakage.  Fuji Electric has 
developed the “EX Series” electronic earth leakage 
circuit-breaker equipped with a compact earth leak-
age and measurement unit (see Fig. 12).  The main 
features are as follows:

(a)  Facilitates protective coordination and con-
tributes to improved power supply reliabil-
ity through functions that enable the adjust-
ment of rated current, long and short time 
delays and instantaneous tripping.

(b)  Comes equipped with a measuring function, 
communication function and pre-alarm func-
tion.

(c)  Comes with a MODBUS interface and en-
ables protection and state monitoring in com-
bination with power monitoring equipment.

(d)  Makes upgrading easy since it has the same 
dimensions as the conventional molded-case 
circuit-breaker “BX Series.”

(e)  Comes in 250-A and 630-A frames and 
achieves high breaking performance.

(Refer to “‘EX Series’ Electronic Earth Leakage 
Circuit-Breaker that Contributes to Development of 
Smart Societies” on page 142)

4.5  Power monitoring equipment*12

Similar to Fuji Electric’s Internet of Things 
(IoT) key phrase, “Small, Quick Start & Spiral-Up,” 
industrial IoT often starts with a small-scale sys-
tem, such as one for collecting electricity usage.

*11:    Low-voltage electric distribution 
device
This is a general term for electricity 

protection devices that aim to protect distri-

bution circuits and electric workpieces rated 
at 750 V DC and below and 600 V AC and 
below.  These include air circuit-breakers, 
molded-case circuit-breakers, earth leakage 

circuit-breakers, fuses and circuit protec-
tors.

Fig.11  “F-MPC60G” multifunctional digital relay Fig.12  “EX Series” electronic earth leakage circuit-breaker
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Not only monitor equipment such as lighting 
and air conditioners as before, power monitoring 
equipment are also required to control the equip-
ment automatically for energy saving.  At the same 
time, it is also necessary to switch from demand 
monitoring to demand control (demand response) in 
order to even out power for utility customers.

The new “F-MPC Web unit” (see Fig. 13) is ca-
pable of building a small scale power monitoring 
and energy savings system that is equipped with a 
dedicated Web server for data collection.  Monitor-
ing can be implemented by using a PC web browser 
such as Internet Explorer.  It also employs a config-
uration that is not dependent on the Windows oper-
ating system, thus enabling the use of smartphones 
and tablets.  Furthermore, the hardware interface 
continuously and flexibly supports changes to com-
munication technology through the utilization of a 
USB communications converter (Refer to “‘F-MPC 
Web Unit’ and ‘F-MPC ZEBLA’ for Implementing 
Energy Management Systems” on page 168).

5.  Latest Technologies Supporting Product 
Development

The development of core technologies is indis-
pensable for new product development, and as such, 
we are making use of Japan’s leading short-circuit 
generators, advanced material analysis equipment 
and analysis technologies that utilize cutting-edge 
finite element methods.

5.1  Materials technologies
Requirement specifications for materials used in 

electric distribution, switching and control devices 
are becoming increasingly sophisticated.  For exam-

ple, in order to improve the insulation performance 
of housings and current-carrying components, which 
is indispensable for achieving miniaturization, it is 
necessary to implement actual device verification for 
material compound optimization and application.

Furthermore, it is also necessary to comply with 
environmental regulations in a timely manner.  At 
Fuji Electric, we have been substituting resins used 
in equipment from thermosetting resins to highly 
recyclable thermoplastic resins, while we have also 
been using phosphorus compound materials to cre-
ate non-halogenated fire-retardant resins.  With 
regard to contact materials, in order to comply with 
the use restrictions specified by the RoHS directive, 
we have been pursing the development of cadmium-
free materials and developing materials that im-
prove weldability and suppress temperature rise.  
More recently, we have been promoting measures 
for phthalic acid esters, which are scheduled to be 
regulated by the RoHS directive from 2019 (Refer 
to “Materials Technologies Supporting Electric Dis-
tribution, Switching and Control Devices” on page 
186).

5.2  Simulation technologies
We are improving simulation technologies for 

structures, electromagnetic fields, thermal fluids, 
mechanisms and vibrations and shocks through the 
use of the finite element method and other tech-
niques that use state-of-the-art computers, and 
then have been combining these technologies to 
implement composite simulations.  We have also 
been working to improve calculation accuracy and 
achieve short computation times so that these simu-
lations can be used in actual design studies.  Fur-
thermore, we are aiming to improve optimization 
design and design quality, while achieving ultra-
miniaturization, enhanced performance, and lower 
power consumption for products.

Recently, in order to miniaturize and improve 
the performance of electrical switching devices in 
particular, we have been working to improve the 
accuracy of arc simulation technologies that com-
bine thermo-fluid analysis and electromagnetic field 
analysis.  In addition to calculations that take into 
consideration metal and resin evaporation, as well 
as magnetic field calculations based on the Biot-
Savart law, we have been implementing magnetic 
field calculations in consideration of magnetic ma-
terials that make use of surface current methods in 
order to obtain more consistent calculation results 
and shorter times with regard to actual arc behavior 

*12:  Power monitoring equipment
This is a general term for equipment 

and systems that measure electricity such 
as voltage, current and electric power and 

thus enable monitoring and alerting for the 
purpose of supporting preventive mainte-
nance and energy savings for electric facili-
ties.  These include multifunctional digital 

relays, low-voltage insulation monitoring 
systems, and distribution monitoring units.

Fig.13  New “F-MPC Web unit”
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(Refer to “Simulation Technology Supporting Devel-
opment of Sealed High-Voltage Contactors” on page 
180).

5.3  Evaluation technologies
During the product development of electric dis-

tribution, switching and control devices, we first 
consider actual usage scenarios, and then perform 
the following 4 evaluations to incorporate the re-
sults into product quality.

(a)  Evaluation of narrowed down factors that 
determine product performance

(b)  Evaluation of reliability in consideration of 
usage environments

(c)  Evaluation of interfaces in consideration of 
handling

(d)  Evaluation of characteristics based on prod-
uct specifications

In order to implement these evaluations quickly 
and reliably, we constructed a development evalu-
ation facilities that consolidates our technical de-
partments, thus enabling us to improve evaluation 
efficiency and strengthen facility capability.  These 
evaluation technologies have reached the highest 
industrial levels, and our evaluation test facilities 
have, as a result, acquired certification as Japan’s 
only customer-lab accredited testing laboratory for 
low-voltage products.

In order to respond to customer needs and sup-
ply the market in a timely manner with products 
that combine the most advanced performance and 
quality backed by high reliability, we have been 
working to improve development efficiency by op-
erating our existing facilities more efficiently.  Fur-
thermore, by having our engineers communicate di-
rectly with customers and gather market feedback, 
we have been advancing product evaluation, and 
this has enabled us to develop safe and easy-to-use 
products that give our customers peace of mind (Re-
fer to “Evaluation Technologies Supporting Electric 
Distribution, Switching and Control Devices” on 
page 191).

5.4  Manufacturing technologies
In order to provide customers with products 

that have a consistent quality, we have been devel-
oping production technological capabilities as shown 
below, while also carrying out in-house product as-
sembly and parts processing.
(1)  Welding technology

This is technology for binding together silver, 
copper and iron based materials that make up the 
current-carrying pathway.  In recent years, there 
has been expanding application of laser welding 
with the purpose of achieving miniaturization and 
quality consistency.
(2)  Surface treatment technology

Over the past few years, we have been imple-

menting advanced surface treatment not only for 
preventing rust, but for also applying a thin insulat-
ing coating to the terminal parts of complex shapes.
(3)  Plastic processing technology and molding 

technology
These technologies are for processing metal and 

plastic with increased quality consistency and pro-
ductivity.  We are continuously implementing re-
finement and composition of these technologies.
(4)  Automation technology

We have been pursuing the construction of a 
highly flexible and automated production line in or-
der to correspond to multi-variety small-lot produc-
tion needs.  We are also working to develop a robot 
assembly that can perform manufacturing near hu-
man levels (see Fig. 14).

Manufacturing has been expanding from Ja-
pan to China and now to other areas in Asia, and 
as such, it has become necessary to strengthen lo-
cal design, production and consumption and expand 
worldwide procurement while also implementing 
manufacturing that is cost competitive overseas.  It 
is against this backdrop that our factories in Japan 
have been working on improvements and strength-
ening quality so that they can be like mother facto-
ries that convey manufacturing technologies to over-
seas production bases.

6.  Future Outlook

Up until now, we have been developing and sup-
plying the market with electric distribution, switch-
ing and control devices that correspond to advances 
in factory automation (FA).  Furthermore, we have 
been diligently working to develop these devices, 
sensors and communication modules that make use 
of IoT and support smart factories that integrate all 
equipment and devices inside of factories.  Fuji Elec-
tric’s technology is not limited to hardware, but also 
applies AI technologies and incorporates compound 
modules into devices by combining algorithms and 

Fig.14    Production line of magnetic starters that use double 
armed robots
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sensors that enhance prediction and judgment capa-
bilities so that we can offer long-term maintenance-
free systems that provide superior energy savings.

In the future, we intend to continue to utilize 
semiconductor devices and pursue digitization to fa-
cilitate the development of hybrid switching devices 
that combine contacts with Fuji Electric’s silicon 
carbide (SiC) semiconductor elements.  It is esti-
mated that these types of advanced technologies will 
become more important in the future, and as such, 
Fuji Electric plans to strategically use its own ad-
vanced technologies to achieve sustainable growth 
through innovation.

7.  Postscript

In this paper, we introduced product develop-

ment and technical development in relation to Fuji 
Electric’s electric distribution, switching and control 
devices.  Fuji Electric sees the advent of the new era 
of energy management as a megatrend, and in this 
respect, it is aiming to develop new technologies for 
electric distribution, switching and control devices 
through collaboration with customers, communities, 
societies and affiliated companies so that it can con-
tribute to society by continuously providing its cus-
tomers with new value.
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